
 

Inventory   Variant   Sheet  
 

Name:  Class:  

 

On   Your   Person: 
Clothes  Weapons 

& 
Equipment 

 

Armor   

Cloak   

Belt   Pouch   

Ammunition   

Potion  Potion  

 
Bolts,   stones,   or   arrows   in   the    ammunition    slot   is   considered 
used   up   when   you   roll   a   natural   1   on   an   attack   that   uses   that 
ammunition.   You   can   carry   up   to   25   coins   in   your    Belt   Pouch . 

A   slot   in   Weapons   &   equipment   can   hold   a   weapon,   a   piece   of 
equipment,   or   anything   that   would   take   up   a   slot   in   your 
backpack.   Weapons   with   the    heavy    or    two-handed    tag   take 
up   two   weapons   slots.   The   items   above   are   considered   easily 
accessible. 

 

Your   Backpack: 
Take   your   strength   modifier,   and   add   2.   Those   are   the   number   of   slots   in   your   backpack.   Cross   off   any   amounts   above   your   total.   If 
you   go   above   this   total,   you   are   considered    encumbered .   It   requires   an    action    to   pull   an   item   out   of   your   backpack. 

    

    

 
Each   slot   can   hold   a   piece   of   equipment,   a   potion,   250   coins, 
20   gems,   a   modestly   sized   piece   of   treasure,   adventuring   gear, 
a   day’s   worth   of   rations   for   the   party.   Weapons   with   the    heavy 
or    two-handed    take   tag   up   two   slots.   Light    Armor    requires   2 
slots,   Medium   3,   and   Heavy   4. 

Adventuring   gear    (5gp   per   slot)   can   be   used   to   create   any 
item   on   the   Adventuring   gear   list   (PHB   p   150)   that   costs      up   to 
5gp   and   weighs   up   to   10   lbs.   It   can   also   be   used   to   create 
ammunition   for   any   ranged   weapon   or   light      for   the   entire 
party. 
Rations    (3gp   per   slot)   can   feed   a   party   of   6   for   one   day. 

 

Incidental   Items: 
List   items   here   that   are   small   and   do   not   fit   anywhere   else.   Examples   include   a   letter   from   an   ex-lover,   a   sweet   pair   of   magical 
glasses,   or   a   circlet   of   unimaginable   power. 

    
 
Your   character   is   assumed   to   carry   20   lbs   of   miscellaneous   supplies.   They   include   basic   items   to   maintain   (but   not   fix)   equipment, 
eat   food,   and   sleep   in   the   wilderness   on   a   clear   night. 
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